I Survived, Lauren Tarshis (series)
Through the eyes of a young witness,
these books tell the stories of young
people and their resilience and strength
in the midst of unimagineable disasters.
Series Spinner (I Survived)
Building Blocks, Cynthia Voight
Brann doesn't understand his father, but
when he falls asleep in a pile of building
blocks, Brann is transported back in
time, only to meet a ten-year old
boy...who happens to be his father. Only
then does he understand how his dad
became the man he is today. JF VOI
Blue Comet, Rosemary Wells
During the depression, 11-year old
Oscar is sent to live with an aunt while
his father looks for work. He befriends a
mysterious drifter, witnessess a
stunning bank robbery and is suddenly
catapulted onto a train that takes him to
a different time and place.
JF WEL, Overdrive Ebook
Wishbone, various authors
Wishbone is the smartest dog in town
and good thing, as he's the only one
who can travel in and out of time to
solve a mystery or two! Series Spinner
(Wishbone)
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Dear America (series), various authors
Go back in time yourself and meet boys
and girls who experienced some of
history's greatest adventures and tragedies.
JF DEA
Secrets of Droon, (series) Tony Abbot
Eric discovers an enchanted staircase in his
basement that leads to the magical world
of Droon! SAILS Online Catalog,
Overdrive Ebook
Time Cat, Lloyd Alexander
Jason & his magical cat travel through time
to visit countries all over the world during
different periods in history. JF ALE
Indian in a Cupboard, Lynne Reid Banks
For his birthday, a 9-year old boy recieves a
plastic Indian, a cupboard and a little key.
He finds adventures when the Indian
comes to life in the cupboard and befriends
him. JF BAN Overdrive Ebook.
Flat Stanley's Worldwide Adventures,
Jeff Brown (various authors)
Stanley gets flattened by a bulletin board
and travels through the world by mail.
JF BRO, Overdrive Ebook
King of Shadows, Susan Cooper
It was just supposed to be a school field
trip - but when Nat Field visits London's
famous Globe Theater, he finds himself
transported to 1599, where he meets
Shakespeare. JF COO, Overdrive Ebook
I Left My Sneaker in Dimesion X,
Bruce Coville. Rod and his bratty cousin
Elspeth are snatched into another
dimension by the monstrous alien Smorkus
Finders. Series Spinner (AlienAdventuress)

Tales of Magic (series), Edward Eager
Time Garden - Roger, Ann, Jack & Eliza find
an herb garden where thyme grows, which
lets them travel through time.
Half Magic - Jane, Mark, Katharine &
Martha find a magical coin which sends
them on adventures. JF EAG
Overdrive Ebook (Half Magic)
The Zach Files, Dan Greenburg
With the help of his friends from Horace
White High School for Boys, Zach confronts
the weird and paranormal situations that
seem to find him!
Series Spinner (Zach Files)
Dinosaur Habitat, Helen Griffith
Nathan's pesky little brother Ryan is
positive he found a fossil. Nathan is
skeptical until he and Ryan are transported
to a world where Ryan's toy dinosaur
comes to life! SAILS Online Catalog
Baseball Card Adventures, Dan Gutman
What if you had the ability to time travel
with the use of photographs and baseball
cards? Joe can do that and goes back in
time to help baseball legends of the past;
rewriting history can be dangerous.
Series Spinner (Baseball Card) JBCD GUT
Overdrive Ebook (1 title)

Flashback Four (series) Dan Gutman
With a blend of real history with action
packed and hilarious adventures, four very
different kids are picked by a mysterious
billionaire to travel through time and
photograph some of history's most
important events.
JF GUT, JPLAYAWAY GUT
Wrinkle in Time Quartet, Madeline L'Engle
Meg, her younger brother Charles Wallace
and her friend Calvin, are transported
through time and space to rescue her
scientist father from the evil forces that hold
him prisoner on another planet. JF LEN,
JBCD LEN, J GN LAR, Overdrive Ebook &
Audiobook
Ranger in Time, Kate Messner (series)
A time traveling golden retriever with
search and rescue skills is transported back
in history for adventures. He has a nose for
trouble...and always save the day. JF MES,
Overdrive Ebook (Book #1)
Time Spies, Candace Ransome (series)
A magical spyglass makes Mattie, Alex and
Sophie Chapman travel back in time to
meet history's lesser-known heroes.
Series Spinner (Time Spies)
Stuck in the Stone Age, Geoff Rodkey
When an accident at a lab sends Tom and
Dr. Morice to the stone age, they must work
together to face down cavemen, sabertooth tigers and other BC hazards. JF ROD
The Time Warp Trio, Jon Sciezka (series)
This series follows friends Joe, Sam and
Fred, who with the aid of a mysterious
"Book", travel through time, space and
other dimensions, from Camelot's Knights
of the Roundtable, to the future where they
meet their own grandchildren! JF SCI
Overdrive Ebook

